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Remote Work Agility for Productivity 
Principles for Personal Effectiveness : an online programme including Coaching that 
develops virtual working capability through key techniques, etiquettes, resilience, agility 
& EQ development. This is a holistic learning through practical tools, self reflection & 
coaching for long term results.

Energy Management for Stress High impact EQ programme. Overview of the brain, stress, Neuroscience and Behaviour 
to prepare the brain and spirit for a world of consistent change.

The Next Leader Covers the essential leadership topics needed for new or high potential aspiring young 
managers. 

Effective Communication
How to communicate effectively in the workplace. A strong focus here is understanding 
the self, personality and others in order to communicate with polished interpersonal 
skills.

Leading Remote Teams  for Results:
Develop a coaching culture through this interactive and engaging course. It teaches 
managers (of all levels) how to develop their teams leading from within. This course 
allows for practical tools and techniques in coaching for results.

Coaching Techniques for Managers
Develop a coaching culture through this interactive and engaging course. It teaches 
managers (of all levels) how to develop their teams leading from within. This course 
allows for practical tools and techniques in coaching for results & includes coaching

Mentoring the Next Leader
Practical tools for individuals within an organisation to develop as mentors. We use a 
coaching metholodgy to grow their personal leadership style and develop their 
mentoring abilities.

The Future is Female
Debunking myths and tapping into our divine feminine power. We include a panel of 
influential women and cover insights into purpose, communication techniques, body 
language, success factors and career planning.

 Sivuka Consulting (Pty) Ltd  is a Level 1 BEE Supplier & Accredited Training Provider

Courses 2020 
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate 

Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure 
- Marianne Williamson

Youth 

Job Ready Master your job hunt through an intensive in depth journey to CV Development and 
Interview Training. This is aimed at unemployed youth or recently retrenched individuals

Work Ready
Holistic insights into fundamental topics of Business Etiquette deeply rooted in self 
mastery & EQ growth for longevity of learning. This high impact course includes 
coaching

Work Ready Tools
The most crucial fundamental tools needed by every intern, learner or young starter: 
Excel, Outlook, Powerpoint, Presentation from our trusted partners. Highly effective and 
interactive
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